Abstract. Let X be a real p-normed, complete space and V be a nonempty closed subset of X. We consider the functional equation oo 
Introduction
Let p e (0,1). By a p-normed space we understand a pair (X, || • ||), where X is a real linear space and || • || : X -> [0, oo) satisfies, for every x, y € X and A € R, the following conditions:
(i) || x || = (ii) ||Ax|| = |A| • ||x||, (iii) \\x + y\\P<\\x\\P+\\y\\P.
One of the most elementary iterative equations is a polynomial-like iterative equation:
where F is a given function, ai,...,a n are constants and n is a positive integer.
Let V be a nonempty closed subset of X.
In the paper we determine all solutions / :F->Fof(l) such that f -id is bounded, / -id is Lipschitz and f\dV = id (dV denotes the boundary of V). It generalizes the results of [4] , where the analogous problem for the Banach spaces has been considered. The main result is the Theorem 2. Its proof runs in a similar way as in [4] , but the calculus nuances are different because we use the properties of the p-norm instead of a norm.
Metrics invariant with respect to translations
In the whole paper we assume that (H, +, d) is an Abelian metric group and V is a nonempty, closed subset of H. For the convenience we will use the following denotation ||x|| :=d(ar,0) for x £ H.
For an arbitrary function / : V -• H we put (2) HI/HI :=sup{||/(i)||:i eF}, Let e(f,g) = III/ -pill for f,g€ K(V). Since |||/ -5||| < |||/ -td||| + |||g -id||| < oo, q is a metric in K(V). Moreover, it is easy to check, that a metric space (K(V), g) is complete and for every m G (0,1), Km(V) is a closed subset of K{V).
We have the following Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 (see [4] ).
(ii) If f\, g\ are bijections and lip(/f 1 ) < 00, then
Iterative equations in p-normed spaces 573 LEMMA 3. We assume that for every x G V and y G H \ V there exists a z G dV with \\x -z\\ < \\x -2/||. Let f G K(V) and k(f) < 1. Then 
This implies (ii) and (iii). (iv). For every x, y G V, we have
\\pf-i(x) -p/-i(y)ii = ii Pf(rHy))-Pf(rHm < k(f)\\r\x) -r^y)!! < k(f)K(f)\\x -y\\ = (K(f)-l)\\x-y\\.
This implies the assertion. (v). From Lemma 1 (ii) it follows that
III/" 1 -w||| ^upir 1 )!!!/-w|||.
Thus /-1 G K(V). (vi). The first inequality follows from Lemma 2 (iii).
To prove the second one, fix an n G Z, n < 0. According to (iii), lip(/ _1 ) < oo. Therefore, using 574 M. Zoidak Lemma 2 (iii) and (iv), we have 
If f(x) G H \ V, then it would exist a w G dV such that ||x -< ||x -/(x)||. This is a contradiction, because d(x, dV) < ||x -u;|| < ||x -/(x)|| < d(x, dV). Therefore /(x) € V, which completes the proof. •
An application of Banach's principle

For a mapping F : Km(V) -* K(V) we put
kF := sup{A:(F(f)) : f G Km(V)}.
THEOREM 1. Let V and H be as in Lemma 3, m G (0,1) and F,G : Km(V) -K(V). If
then the equation
has a unique solution f G Km(V).
Proof. Let
P(i) = (G(fr 1 o F(f) for / G K m (V).
We show that P(f) maps K rn (V) into itself. Consider an arbitrary / G K m (V).
Then G(f) G K{V) and, in view of (6), we have fc(G(/)) < 1. Consequently, using Lemma 3 (ii), (v), we obtain that (G(/)) -1 € K(V) and (G(/)) _1 is lipschitzian. Since F(f) G K(V), according to Lemma 2 (i), we get that P(f) G K(V). Further, from Lemma 2 (ii) and Lemma 3 (iv), it follows that
. Now, we show that P is a contraction. Making sequentially use of Lemma 1 (i), Lemma 3 (iii) and Lemma 1 (ii) we obtain for /, g G K m (V)
The above inequalities and (6) imply that 1 _ 1 fcG (lip(F) + lip(G)) < 1. Therefore, by the Banach fixed point theorem, equation (7) has a unique solution / G K m (V). .
A property of p-norms
Let (X, || • ||) be a real p-normed space and let d(x,y) = ||x -y|| p for x,y (z X. Then d is a metric on X, which is invariant with respect to the translation. According to (2) , (3), (4) Proof. We put
+ O0
Gin = e ai • z 4-1 for / e Km{ y">-
i=-oo
First we show that 
